
Board Game
Theology



Name That Game!
5 Clues | 1 Guess

NO AUDIENCE HELP
If no one can “name that game” a person from 

the congregation has a chance to steal.







Building on a Solid Foundation

Luke 6:46-49
I will show you what it’s like when 
someone comes to me, listens to my 

teaching, and then follows it.



A solid foundation of faith 
requires three key components…

1. Come to Jesus
2. Listen to Jesus
3. Follow Jesus



Come to me, all of you who are weary and 
carry heavy burdens, and I will give you rest. 

Take my yoke upon you. Let me teach you, 
because I am humble and gentle at heart, 

and you will find rest for your souls.

--- Matthew 11:28-29 ---

COME



In order to build a solid foundation 
of faith we must acknowledge our 

own weakness so that we may 
experience His strength.

COME



REPENTENCE
& PRAYER

COME



COME LISTEN

When Jesus had finished saying these things, 
the crowds were amazed at his teachings, 

for he taught with real authority – quite unlike 
their teachers of religious law.

--- Matthew 7:28-29 ---



COME LISTEN

In order to build a solid foundation 
of faith we need to quiet ourselves 

and the world around us so that 
we can actually hear Him.



COME LISTEN

SCRIPTURE &
SMALL GROUPS



If any of you wants to be my follower, 
you must turn from your selfish ways, take up 

your cross, and follow me. If you try to hang on 
to your life, you will lose it. But if you give up 

your life for my sake, you will save it.

--- Matthew 16:24-25 ---

COME LISTEN FOLLOW



In order to build a solid foundation 
of faith we need to drop the “me 

first” mentality, track His trajectory, 
and see the world as He saw it.

COME LISTEN FOLLOW



COME LISTEN FOLLOW

SERVING 
& SACRIFICE



COME LISTEN FOLLOW

Too often we treat 
these like linear tasks 

to complete…



But,
what if ?



The world is always trying to make you 
topple, taking away that one piece that will 
cause you to fall.  But as long as you have a 

solid foundation, you’ll stay strong…

  Come to Jesus
    Listen to Jesus
      Follow Jesus



Therefore, this is what the 
Sovereign Lord says: “Look! I am placing 

a foundation stone in Jerusalem, 
a firm and tested stone. It is a precious 

cornerstone that is safe to build on. 
Whoever believes need never be shaken.”

--- Isaiah 28:16 ---
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